Studies on the Way

Primer III Lesson 3-12

Lesson 3_12
Quotations from John 14:1-3, 12, 27
忧愁【yōuchóu】 sad; worried; depressed anxious, greave, mournful, melancholy.
忧【yōu】 worry; be worried; sorrow; anxiety; concern; care.
愁【chóu】 worry; be anxious.
447/52

忧
愁
处【chù】 place; point; part; department; office.
54

处
住处【zhùchù】 residence; dwelling (place); lodging; quarters.
住【zhù】 live; reside; stay; stop; cease.
处【chǔ】 get along (with sb.); be situated in; be in a certain condition; manage;
handle; deal with; punish; sentence; <formal> dwell; live.
488/54

住
处
早已【zǎoyǐ】 to have already; long ago; for a long time.
早【zǎo】 (early) morning; long ago; as early as; for a long time; early; in advance;
<polite> good morning.
已【yǐ】 stop; cease; end; already; <formal> thereafter; afterwards; too.
461/438

早
已
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告诉【gàosù】 tell; let know.
告【gào】 tell; inform; notify; accuse; go to law against; bring an action against; ask
for; request; solicit; declare; announce.
诉【sù】 tell; relate; inform; complain; accuse.
115/349

告
诉
原是【yuánshì】= 原来就是
原【yuán】 primary; original; former; unprocessed; raw; excuse; pardon; level; open
country; plain; (Yuan2) a surname.
是【shì】 is, am, are, were, be, been, being; correct; right; yes; <formal> this; that;
praise; justify.
455/332

原
是
预备【yùbèi】 prepare; get ready.
预【yù】 in advance; beforehand.
备【bèi】 be equipped with; have; prepare; get ready; provide against; take
precautions against; equipment; fully; in every possible way.
454/17

预
备
再【zài】 <adv.> (for an action yet to take place or contemplated) again, once more,
further; (used before adjectives)more, -er; (used to indicate the continuing of a
situation in conditional or suppositional clauses); (for a delayed action, preceded by
an expression of time or condition)then, on.
460

再
接【jiē】 to take, receive, come to contact with; come close to; connect; join; put
together; catch; take hold of; receive; meet; welcome; take over.
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178

接
道【dào】 (N) teaching; road, way, path; channel, course; way, path; doctrine,
principle; Taoism, Taoist; superstitious sect; line; say, talk, speak; think, suppose.
71

道
Supplementary Vocabulary
豫【yù】 <formal> pleased; comfort; another name for Henan Province.

豫
遵守【zūnshǒu】 observe; abide by; comply with.
遵【zūn】 abide by; obey; observe; follow.
守【shǒu】 guard; defend; keep watch; observe; abide by; close to; near.
500/335

遵
守
Reading & Writing Chinese (Simplified Character Edition Third Edition; Willian
McNaughton Tuttle Publishing ISBN 0-8048-3509-8
*Cheng & Tsui Chinese Character Dictionary, Wang Huidi Editor-in-Chief . ISBN 088727-314-9. This book has stroke order.
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